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AIR-CRAFTGLASS:
AN EVOLUTION IN
DESIGN AND MATERIAL
With its Natural Collection – ‘Created by nature
perfected by AIR-CRAFTGLASS’ – we were rewriting
aviation history and we were nominated by “Crystal
Cabin Award 2017”, “German Design Award 2018” and
“Yacht & Aviation Awards 2018”. Until recently there
were only a few types of wood available and certifiable
for aviation. Now we offer a selection of over 300 types
of wood and colours of veneer.

TECNOLOGY & INNOVATION.

ENGINEERING

AIR-CRAFTGLASS is a leading supplier of its unique
glass (patented) to the aviation industry. We have
partnerships with leading OEM manufacturers and their
subcontractors to provide superior solutions in terms
of aesthetics and comfort levels, ensuring passengers
a more pleasant flight experience. We also assist OEM
efforts in achieving national and international regulatory
requirements.

AIR-CRAFTGLASS has its own crew of engineers
who will support you during the entire process, from
concept to the delivery of a certified product. As
glass is a reasonable new material in the aviation, and
the applicability of our products is subject to specific
requirements, their knowledge is invaluable to the
success of your and our mission.

We are recognized as a provider of glass products
which look great and offer a durability that is second
to none. Our AIR-CRAFTGLASS is used to create
cleanable, durable, lightweight interior transparencies
and surfaces on private, VIP, OEM’s and commercial
aircraft and offer an excellent value proposition in
the process.

High speed camera test facility

PRODUCT CERTIFICATION

Natural Collection

AIR-CRAFTGLASS has its own production testing
department and access to certified testing equipment
on the premises for carrying out mechanical and
environmental tests. We are familiar with making test
plans in accordance with EASA and FAA standards
and with authorization by EASA and FAA witnesses.
This makes confirming the applicability of our products
as easy as possible. All our glass products meet
the certification requirements imposed by the EASA
and FAA.

A true revolution in the applicability of real glass in the
highest level of finish, the AIR-CRAFTGLASS Collection
features the most glass solutions that offer low weight,
high strength and genuine interior comfort.

INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing facility AIR-CRAFTGLASS

AIR-CRAFTGLASS is the real glass that designers,
architects, completion centres and OEM’s have been
waiting for.

LOCATION

For spectacular projects that meet the strictest
certification requirements in the aviation industry, AIRCRAFTGLASS is the most complex glass available and
suitable for a wealth of applications in aviation.
In addition to transparent glass applications for dust
panels, class dividers, monitor fronts and frameless
shower doors, we also produce mirrors with real silver
(the only one in the aircraft industry) for lavatories
or commercial cabins such as kitchens and much
more besides.

AIR-CRAFTGLASS Unique innovative products:
silver mirrors and real wood.

The factory where we assemble all our AIRCRAFTGLASS products is situated in Turnhout, Belgium.
Turnhout is located at the heart of the triangle formed
by Eindhoven (The Netherlands), Leuven (Belgium) and
Aachen (Germany). Our production facility is located on
the Philips manufacturing campus, which has a surface
area of 18,5 hectares and includes some 85,000 m2
of buildings. AIR-CRAFTGLASS therefore has highly
flexible expansion options available without having to
move to a new production site in the future.

ISO9001:2015 CERTIFICATION
AIR-CRAFTGLASS is ISO9001:2015 certified and has a
proper IMS (Integrated Management System) in place.
Management and the rest of the company, from office
to production staff, have a strong focus on quality. This
underlined by the procedures that apply across the
entire AIR-CRAFTGLASS organization.

AIR-CRAFTGLASS sets a
formidable new standard
for creating a unique
flight experience.

